
Plant Adaptations  

Plants are amazing organisms! Since they cannot move around, adaptations help them 
survive. Adaptations are special features that allow a plant or animal to live in a particular place 
or habitat. While these adaptations are helpful in specific places, they can make it very difficult 
for the plant to “survive” in other places. For example, you wouldn’t find a cactus in the snow! 
This explains why certain plants are found in one area, but not in another. 
For plants to survive they have to avoid predators (or being eaten), conserve resources (like 
sun, water and nutrients) and reproduce. They do this by using their energy to develop special 
physical structures (such as specialized leaves, thorns/spines, hair-like characteristics), 
chemical properties, root systems and smells.  
 
We hope you enjoy learning about plant adaptations. Answer the questions below after you 
watch the video. There are also more examples on the back of this page.  
 
Vocabulary  
Organism: an individual plant or animal; a single life form 
Adaptations: to adjust or modify to different conditions or 
environments  
Predator: an organism that eats another 
Prey: an organism that is hunted and eaten by another 
Reproduce (Reproduction): the act of producing another 
organism again by a natural process  
 
Circle the word that best completes the sentence. 
What word means change to suit your environment (adaptation or association)? 
In a predator / prey relationship, which organism will eat the other (predator or prey)? 
Spines on a cactus primarily help to (protect or look pretty)? 
Plants developed adaptations over a (short or long) period of time? 
Plants depend on (my tia Juana or pollinators) to help them reproduce?  
 
Create a plant and draw it below!  
Make up your own plant with its particular adaptations and consider the environment in which it 
would be found. Would it be in wet weather, or dry? Would it have small or large leaves? What 
types of predators would it have and how would your plant defend itself? When you are done, 
please share it with us  - we would love to see your plants!  

 



Plant Adaptation - worksheet  

 


